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Abstract
Workflow management system can offer enterprises a
method to implement better management. This paper
focuses on existing workflow management system bugs
in the collaboration, discusses the combinability
between workflow management system and CSCW, puts
forward a work-strategy in the workflow collaboration
and a system reference model, and designs a CSCWbased workflow management system. This system is
based on a knowledge library, uses the rules and
knowledge in the knowledge library to realize the
workflow collaboration. This system also applys in the
area of stock so as to effectively solve the problem that
in the current stock system the workflows cannot work
in the collaboration.
Keywords: WFMS, CSCW, Knowledge Library,
XPDL, Cooperative Work Method

1. Introduction
With the development of information technology
and more and more furious commercial competition,
enterprises need a general and integrated solution. The
traditional workflow management system doesn't
consider the collaboration of different workflow, by
which can also reduce the redundance process even in
the same type of the workflow. So the efficiency is
hardly enhanced and it cannot meet the requirement of
the modem work style. With the development of the
society and the advancement of technology, the
collaboration is being more and more important. Using
collaboration to enhance the efficiency of the whole
enterprise has been the goal of the modem information
enterprise. With the more and more mature technology
of the communication and computer technology, the
Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) is
playing a more and more important role, being a
hotspot of the workflow research. The Workflow
Management System (WFMS), as a technology to
integrate and manage the routine, is influenced by this
trend. The research of the CSCW-based workflow
management system has profound foundation of the

social applications. It absorbs the idea of the CSCW
and uses a new way to work. By the plenty
collaboration of the workflow, it furthest reduces
resource waste and work expense. This paper analyzes
the current workflow technology and workflow
management system, focuses on existing workflow
management system bugs in the collaboration, discusses
the combinability between workflow management
system and CSCW, analyzes the problem which the
collaboration of the workflow will bring and the new
characteristic of this workflow management system in
the CSCW environment and puts forward the workstrategy in the workflow collaboration. Referring to the
reference model of workflow management system put
forward by the Workflow Management Coalition
(WfMC), we design a CSCW-based workflow
management system. It has successfully applied in the
stock system to reduce the work expense of the
correlative flow and solve the collaboration problem in
the stock system.

2. The combination between workflow
management system and CSCW
2.1 The workflow management system
Workflow is a concept aiming at the fixed program
and routine action in the work. According to the
definition of the Workflow Management Coalition
(WFMC), workflow is the computerized facilitation or
automation of a business process, in whole or part [1].
The workflow technology provides the advanced
technique for the enterprise to realize the manage goal
well [2]. A workflow includes a set of actions and a
sequence of these actions, the startup and ternination
condition of the process and action and the description
of each action. The workflow management system is a
software system that runs in one or several work
engines to define, realize and manage the workflows. It
is alternate with the workflow executants to push the
executing of the workflow instance and stakeout the
work state of the workflow. in 1995, the WFMC issued
the workflow reference mode. The reference model
confirns five standard interfaces and all kinds of
subassembly [3][4]..Now all the workflow management
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systems follow this reference model. The domestic
workflow product in the function is not as good as the
overseas, especially in the individuation customization
of the workflow management system.

2.2 The combination between
management system and CSCW

workflow

The existing workflow management systems mostly
provide a workflow platform for the workflow
management. One of the workflow management's
characteristics is that it can define the workflow in
advance, which pays attention on the course of a work.
The existing workflow management system doesn't
consider the collaboration. Thus the existing workflow
is flowing according to the fixed and unchangeable
flow definition, and doesn't consider collaborating with
other workflows to enhance the work efficiency. The
cooperative management of the workflow is more and
more necessary, and the important artifice to realize the
corresponding is to manage the anfractuous workflow
in the system in effect. Usually people need the
collaboration to fulfill a task, and this collaboration
needs the CSCW environment and support from tools
[5]. Thereby the combination between workflow
management system and CSCW is able to make the
workflow management system adapt to the
modernization great production. It is one of the
intending developing aspects of the workflow
management system.

2.3 The key problem of CSCW-based workflow
management system
Compared to the former workflow management
system, the CSCW-based workflow management
system pays more attention to the collaboration. It puts
forward the new requirement to the former workflow
management system. The new requirement is as follows:
(1) The uniform definition of the workflow. Because
the workflow is in the CSCW environment, it is
inevasible to face the problem how to deal with the
collaboration between two workflows whose definition
format is different. The embodiment of the difference is
as follows: (1) how to apperceive and exchange data

with the workflow whose definition format is
different.(2) how to collaborate with the workflow
whose definition format is different.
We use XML Process Definition Language
(XPDL) as the tool to define the workflow process
[6]. XPDL is used to solve the problem that lots of tools
is not uniform in format as a result of the analysis,
construction, description and documentation of the
business process. XPDL is XML-based. It defines a set
of standard data type to ensure that all the isomerous
data can transform to a uniform data format and can
apperceive and exchange data within a workflow

management system. XPDL includes Entity, Package,
Application Declaration, Swimlane, Process Definition,
Process Activity, Transtion Information, Partner Link,
Message, Association, Participant, Relevant Data Field,
Data Type. All types of the workflow can be described
by XPDL, so the two problems above can be solved.
(2) The apperceiving of the workflow. In the workflow
management system of the CSCW environment, the
collaboration of all the workflows needs to make them
understand the information from each other. The
apperceiving includes the one between the workflow
that is waiting to join in and the running workflow and
the one between two running workflows.
(3) The parallel control: In the workflow management
system of a CSCW environment, the parallel situation is
more serious than normal ones, mostly in the use of the
share resource. Because the final action is an atom
action, the share resource is also an atom action. When
several atom actions require share resource, the
management monitor tools will choose the one in the
highest PRI and distribute the share resource to it.
(4) The dead lock: Because of the collaboration, many
workflows that are never in the dead lock when running
in a single way solely will cause a dead lock. To
prevent the CSCW-based workflow management
system from dead lock, we must pay more attention to
the actions easy to cause dead lock, such as the
workflow actions that are in the sequence, the
circulatory workflow actions, the workflow action that
has more than one forerunner or successor. In addition,
when the management monitor tools make the
workflow collaborate, it must check up the workflow
actions after the collaboration. If it finds out the dead
lock, the collaboration must be cancelled.
(5) The load balance
The load balance is a important method to enhance
the performance. In the CSCW environment, commonly
we adopt the method to distribute the work loads to
several work engines and to the more adaptive work
engines, thus enhancing the executive efficiency.

3. Workflow collaboration work-strategy
3.1 The basic Logic Model of workflow
Any complicated workflow can be decomposed to
basic Logic Models. Which include: Sequence Logic
Model, And-Split Logic Model, And-Split Logic Model,
And-Join Logic Model, Or-Join Logic Model and Loop
Logic Model.

3.2 Workflow fixed collaboration strategy
Workflow fixed collaboration strategy is according
to a fixed collaboration rules, will meet the
requirements, collaborating the workflow that can be
collaborated. Collaborative strategy includes its own
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collaborative strategy and the collaborative strategy
between the workflows.
(1) The simplification of redundancy processing: in the
workflow management system, there are some same
activities in the workflows that is ongoing
implementation and the one that will soon join the
ongoing implementation. The solution is to merge the
same activities nodes, turning the original multisequence implementation of the workflow into one OrJoin and Or-Split combination of the workflow.
(2) Changing the sequence of the activities
implementation: the existing workflow management
system cannot be changed, once the workflow
processing is defined. This may result in unnecessary
waiting of the follow-up workflow activities, increasing
the latency. The solution is to change the sequence of
the implementation activities. There is a prerequisite for
the implementation of this optimization: the activities of
workflow with the same priority level, and the
replacement of the sequence of the implementation
activities will not affect the outcome.
(3) The decomposing action: The existing workflow
management system defines the actions to form the
workflow before the execution of the workflow. The
actions cannot decompose according to the
collaboration demand in the process of the workflow's
executing. It will cause some problems. If the action
can be decomposed in the process of the executing, the
problem above will be readily solved.
(4) The combination action: The combination action is
a beautiful scheme to solve the problem of workflow
collaboration. It is unnecessary to remodel each of the
workflow before the combination. It only needs to
separate the correlative actions among whose
workflows exists some restrictive relation, and then
unify their format and carry out the management.
(5) The parallel executive action: In the process of the
workflow's execution, all the actions existing in the
workflow is correlative and can work in parallel. If it is
changed into the logic form of And-Split and And-Join,
making the workflows work in parallel, the executing
time of the workflow will be significantly reduced and
the efficiency will be enhanced.
The workflow executing in practice is usually the
syntheses of several instances. The workflow
collaboration is usually using several strategies.

4. The Design of the CSCW-based workflow
management system
The goals to design the CSCW-based workflow
management system are: to be provided with uniform
workflow definition, according to the collaboration
scheme; to dispatch workflow by management monitor
tools; to be cooperated with running workflow to deal
with exception problems in the process of workflow
collaboration; to record and analyze the data produced
during workflow execution; to carry on the machine

learning according to certain principle; and to add the
coordination knowledge manually to achieved the goal
of renewing the knowledge library and enhancing the
collaboration efficiency[7].

4.1 System structure
In the light of the WfMC's issued workflow
reference model, CSCW-based workflow management
system adds the collaboration tools, including workflow
knowledge library so as to achieve the purpose of
workflow cooperation [8], the system structure as figure
1 shows.
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Figure 1. System Structure

4.2 Process Definition Tools
Process Definition uses a computer language to
describe the process model and it is required to express
a variety of enterprise business processes, a complete
definition of the control flow, data flow and resources
flow.
CSCW-based workflow management system must
consider the interactive problem of workflow in
addition to uniform definition of the workflow.
WMFC has defined a workflow process definition
model [9]. This model establishes a set of entities and
attributes to meet the standard of the interactive process
during process definition.
Based on this model, and according to the previous
collaboration strategy and the workflow characteristics
in CSCW, we implements this model in the paper.
Process definition tools is composed of user interface,
conversion tools, process definition tools, workflow
editor, processes database, workflow process rules
library, workflow process database and so on.

4.3 Workflow Knowledge Library
4.3.1 The structure of Knowledge Library.
Knowledge Library is a set of Knowledge including the
concept, facts and rules. In the application of CSCW
system, using Knowledge Library to manage enterprise
knowledge is a base of collaboration work. Enterprise
knowledge management includes six processes which
are knowledge acquisition, conversion, classification,
maintenance, discovery and distribution. These six
processes have not strict order [ 10] .
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As a special system to store and manage knowledge,
Knowledge Library System is composed of knowledge
library and the corresponding storage structure,
Knowledge library Management System and the
corresponding machine, knowledge acquisition
structure and the corresponding staff and knowledge
library management staff. The structure of Knowledge
Library System as figure 2 shows:

workflows execute engine, exception management, and

+

+

+

Figure 3. Workflow Engine Structure

Figure 2. Knowledge Library System Structure

4.3.2 The design and update of knowledge library.
The design of workflow knowledge library is composed
of knowledge library engine, meta-knowledge library,
rule library, constrained library, database, instance
library, knowledge discovery system and reasoning

engine.
The main function of knowledge library engine is to
act as a bridge between the internal knowledge library
and external application so as to accept external request
and call related knowledge library components, which
carry on related processing according to the request,
and then return execution result by workflow engine.
The rule library stores fixed collaboration rules and
handles exception collaboration rules; based on the data
from several database, Knowledge Discovery System
creates new collaboration knowledge by manual work
or reasoning engine; reasoning Engine is for the
knowledge-based reasoning; management monitor tools
is mainly to provide collaboration scheme and
exception management scheme; workflow engine
record the data of workflow, which is the base of
knowledge library to modify and add knowledge.
Timely update of knowledge library can improve the
efficiency of workflow and eliminate the impact of the
changes by internal and external process. The ways to
update knowledge library in the system are manual
update and intelligence reasoning.
To ensure the correctness of the knowledge sent into
knowledge library, the system needs to execute syntax
checking and contradictory checking.

4.4 Workflows engine
Workflows engine is an important component in
workflow management system. The workflows engine
designed in this paper is shown in figure 3.It includes
workflow queue, xpdl parser, engine dispatcher;

Task Monitor: the main function of task monitor is to
monitor request messages from workflow clients. These
messages described by XPDL are workflow messages
that workflow clients need to execute.
XPDL parser: it will transform the workflow
messages described by XPDL into the workflow
messages executed by workflow execute engine.
Engine dispatcher: it is the core of workflow engine.
Engine dispatcher receives workflow message from
xpdl XPDL parser, and stores it in the workflow task
list, and then the judger choose a workflow and send it
to workflow execute engine for execution according to
the situation of the workflow execute engine and the
status of the workflow task list.
Workflow Execute Engine: It executes the workflow
from engine dispatcher.
Exception Management: it receives workflow
exception messages from engine dispatcher, then feeds
back to management monitor tools for exception
management, and sends the solution to engine
dispatcher.
Database Access: it helps to access database when
workflow execute engine executes workflow.

4.5 Management monitor tools
In CSCW-based workflow management system, a
management monitor tool is a key component for
collaboration and exception management. It needs to
manage the execution situation of workflow ,and link
related information to workflow knowledge library,
then carry on the collaboration scheme or exception
management scheme feed back from knowledge library,
to achieve workflow's collaboration and execution
management.
(1) Model and function of management monitor tools:
Management monitor tools are composed of linker,
manager, exception management, collaboration
management, user interface and so on. The function of
each component is as follows:
Linker: it acts as the bridge between management
monitor tools and workflow engine, by which
management monitor tools know the status of workflow

engine.
Manager: it deals with the status information
received from workflow engine, then sends exceptional
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status information to exception management component
or sends ordinary execution status information to
collaboration management component. Moreover it also
can manage workflow with the operation orders
received from user interface.
Exception Management: it sends exceptional status to
knowledge library, and sends treatment scheme back to
Manager.
Collaboration Management: it sends normal status to
knowledge library, and sends collaboration scheme
back to Manager.
User Interface: users can check the status of
workflow through the user interface.
(2) Collaboration Management Monitor:
It chooses at the right time to monitor workflow, and
carries on collaboration management according to
situation at that time. Generally, Collaboration
management monitor works at the following time:
adding a new workflow, workflow completes a key task,
canceling a workflow.
(3) The realization of a fixed collaboration strategy
Workflow's fixed collaboration strategy mentioned in
last section is realized under the control of management
monitor tools. The main method of realization is to
amend the definition of the workflow in operation. We
mainly achieve this goal by the simplification of
redundancy procedures, changing the sequence of
activities execution, disassembling activities, merging
activities, and The Parallel implementation of activities.

In the figure 4, the business database mainly stores
the daily data of the stock system, for example order
number etc. The workflow database stores workflow
data defined by stock system. The contents of the
workflow knowledge are consistent with the workflow
knowledge before.
The business database stores operation flow of the
stock system as follows: First, users send request to the
workflow management system through the workflow
client terminal, and the workflow client terminal adjusts
a related data from the business data, according to the
user request. And then the workflow client terminal
finds out the workflow definition that is needed from
workflow database, and hands over to workflow engine
to perform. In this period, through management monitor
tools and workflow engine hand over with knowledge
database each other, cooperating with the performance
of the workflow, it returns a result to the user finally.

5.2 The realization of the process definition
tools
The class diagram of process definition tools is
shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. The Class Diagram of Process Definition Tools

Among them, the Class Exchange is responsible for
the conversion of parameter and operation; the Class
WFDefine is responsible for the definition of the
workflow; the Class WFEdit is responsible for the
editor of the workflow; the Class WFActivityRule
describes the Class of the activity performance rule of
the workflow; the Class DataResourceController is the
Class which carries on an operation to the basic data. It
is a parent Class of the Class WFActivityData and
Class ModifyActivity().
5.3 The realization of the workflow engine
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In the realization of the workflow engine, interface
TaskMonitor is used to watch on mission and increase a
new workflow mission; the Class EngineControl is
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responsible for managing the whole workflow engine;
the Class Engine is responsible for carrying out a
workflow; the Class DBConnection realizes a database
interview.

5.4 The realization of monitor tools
In the realization of management monitor tools,
interface UserInterface provides interface for users; the
Class WFManagement is responsible for the
management and supervision of the workflow; the
function of the Class Connection connects to the
workflow engine, receiving a information that the
engine sends, feeding back the processing project of the
management monitor tools to the workflow engine; the
Class ExceptionControl deals with exception situation;
the Class CooperationControl deals with general
workflow
cooperating instance; the Class
KDBOperation connects knowledge base, completing
the exception situation processing and collaboration
processing.

5.5 The realization example of collaboration
work-strategy in the system
5.5.1 Eliminate redundancy processing. There is a
function of qualified supplier management in the
supplier management, the function is mainly used to
query supplier information before giving order toward
the supplier. Because of in the stock of print industry,
in some period of time, is mainly supplied by fixed
supplier. There are some characteristics such as order
number is little, and the order amount is of a great deal.
Therefore we can merge the repeated query that carry
on the supplier to reduce redundancy.
5.5.2 Merge activity. In the stock management, the
main activity is that warehouse department sends
request of purchase information and stores the
information in the request purchase table. Every stock
of material is attached with an order form and a
exclusive order form number. Dividing the line
according to the supplier, we can merge the order form
which sends to the same supplier. If we do that, the
number of order form can be reduced consumedly, and
the material is according to the supplier to divide,
reducing the workload of sending order form, raising

the efficiency.
5.5.3 Parallel activity. In the stock management, there
is a order form management function, the order which
can take effect, must through material supervisor, stock
member and general manager three persons examined.
And sending it to the supplier, these three people's
examining can be paralleled. To improve the efficiency,
we can parallel these activities.

6.Conclusion
At present, the enterprises' demand of the
collaboration is more and more intense. The demand is

that the workflow management system can work in the
collaboration so as to enhances the enterprise
management efficiency.. The CSCW-based workflow
management system become the research hotspot. This
paper analyses the shortage of the current workflow
management system and the combinability between
workflow management system and CSCW, puts
forward a workflow collaboration work-strategy in the
CSCW environment.. According to the characteristic of
this workflow management system that is in the CSCW
environment, this paper also extends the workflow
reference model and designs the basic architecture of
the new workflow management system. It uses XPDL
and JAVA language to realize the CSCW-based
workflow management system' apply in a stock system.
Our next major work is to do research on the dynamic
collaboration scheme so as to realize the collaboration
in the unregulated workflows, and further our research
on the security mechanism, capability evaluation
scheme and exception of the CSCW-based workflow
management system to made this system has more and
mare practicability.
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